
Thursday 7.5.20 

Good Morning Primary 4!  Today is our last day of Home Learning for 

this week.  We hope you are looking forward to another long 

relaxing weekend.   

Writing 

WALT write a newspaper report 

Use the 3 SC below, and if you want to challenge yourself choose 

another 1 SC from the additional 2 in the LIST 

1. S.C - I can include a catchy headline. 
2. S.C - I can include information about the main events and 

write this in the correct sequence. 

3. S.C - I can write in the third person and in the past tense 

LIST  

S.C - I can include a subtitle which gives a bit more information 
what the report is about. 

S.C - I can include an introductory paragraph using the 5Ws. 

 

This week we are going to be writing a newspaper report based on 

our favourite short fairy tale or story. 

To help us with this we will be using a book from the ‘EPIC!’ website- 

“How to Write a News Article.”  Login to EPIC and you will find the 

book in your mailbox. 

Read page 10 – page 13 and use the 5Ws you wrote yesterday to 

begin to think about how you will write your own report.  

Read page 15 and page 17 and write out your own News Article.  

 

Remember to include these 3 main parts and any other features you 

think are important. 

• The lead – this is a sentence to you get your reader’s attention 

and will help your reader decide if they want to read your 

article. 

• The body – this tells the reader the details about what 

happened and is written in paragraphs. 



• The conclusion – this ends the article and usually lets the 

reader know what might happen next, for example – if there 

had been a burglary the report may end by telling the public to 

be aware and to phone the police if they see the culprit. 

 

This should take you approximately 1 hour to complete. 

 

 

 

 

Maths 

WALT convert standard units of measurement for weight. 

1000g = 1kg 

500g = half a kg = 0.5kg 

 

Task 1 

Choose one of the activities below to complete or you can choose 

some questions from each activity. 

Mild  

1.     How many g are there in 1kg?  

2.     How many g are there in 2kg?  

3.     How many g are there in 3kg?  

4.     How many g are there in 5kg? 

5.     How many g are there in 10kg? 

6.     How many kg are there in 9000g? 

7.     How many kg are there in 8000g? 

8.     How many kg are there in 6000g? 

9.     How many kg are there in 4000g? 

10.     How many kg are there in 10,000g? 

 

Spicy 



1.     How many g are there in 3 and a half kg ? 

2.     How many g are there n 6 and a half kg ? 

3.     How many g are there in 7 and a half kg? 

4.     How many g are there in 9 and a half kg? 

5.     How many g are there in 12 and a half kg? 

6.     How many kg are there in there in 1500g? 

7.     How many kg are there in 2500g? 

8.     How many kg are there in 6500g? 

9.     How many kg are there in 8500g? 

10.     How many kg are there in 15500g? 

 

 

 

 

Hot 

e.g. 5500g = 5kg 500g = 5·5kg 

1.     6400g = 6kg 400g =   ? 

2.     7800g =   ?   = 7.8kg 

3.     ?   =   9kg 900cm = 9.9kg 

4.     ?   = 4kg 200g   =   ? 

5.     ?   =   ?   = 8.7kg 

6.     ? =   1 kg 800g = 1.8kg 

7.     5400g =    ?   = 5.4kg 

8.      ?   = 2kg 300g = 2.3kg 

9.     7800g = 7kg 800g =  ? 

10.      12500g  =  ?   = 12.5kg 

 

  

Task 2 

Complete the Accelerated Maths Practice which have been assigned 

to you. 

OR 



Complete one or more of the activities below using the links 

provided. Write out the question with the answer in your Home 

Learning Jotter. 

 

SET A 

https://www.homeschoolmath.net/worksheets/measurement/PDFs/C

onvert_Kilograms_Grams_Easy.pdf 

 

SET B 

https://www.homeschoolmath.net/worksheets/measurement/PDFs/C

onvert_Kilograms_Grams.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task 3 

You can use the rest of your maths time today to play some of the 

online measure games using the link below, choosing your own level 

of challenge. 

https://eng.mathgames.com/measurement 

 

https://sct.mathgames.com/measurement 

 

Have lovely break over the long weekend. 

Take care and Stay Safe,  

 

Mrs Gallacher 😊   
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